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TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Monday, April 26, 2021 

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Via Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82144999347 

Phone: 1-669-900-6833 
Meeting ID: 821 4499 9347 

Password: 2020 
 

AGENDA 
 

1)  1:00 Call to Order and Agenda Review Chair, Gary 
Stockhoff 

 
2)  1:05 Public Comments Chair 
    
3)  1:15 Minutes of March 25, 2021 (Attachment A) 

 
ACTION: Decision on Minutes 
 

Chair 

4)  1:20 COVID Stimulus Funding (Virtual Handout) 
The CAMPO region has been allocated additional transportation 
funds through the lastest COVID Relief Package. This agenda item is 
intended as an initial discussion on how to use these funds. 
 
ACTION: Discussion 
 

Nick Meltzer 

5)  1:40 Regional Count Program Update 
Update on count locations, data collection and presentation, and 
general next steps for the count program. 
 
ACTION: Discussion 
 

Steve 
Dobrinich 

6)  2:00 Regional Transportation Plan Update (Attachment B) 
Progress report on CAMPO RTP update. Review draft outline. 
 
Action: Review and feedback on draft RTP outline 
 

Meltzer 

7)  2:20 Other Business or General Updates 
• CAMPO Updates 
• Jurisdictional Reports 

 

Chair 

8)  3:00 Adjournment 
Next Meeting- May 27th, 2021 at 9:00 AM 
 

Chair 

Meeting facilities are accessible to persons with disabilities. If you will need any special accommodations,  
please contact Emma Chavez at least 72 hours prior to the meeting.  

Emma can be reached at 541-924-84051. TTY/TTD 711 

CORVALLIS AREA 
Metropolitan Planning Organization  

777 NW 9th Street, Suite 204C; Corvallis, Oregon 97330 
 541-223-7040 | sdobrinich@ocwcog.org 

    
  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82144999347


 CORVALLIS AREA METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Thursday, March 25, 2021 
Via Zoom 

DRAFT MINUTES 

Members: Rebecca Houghtaling, Gary Stockhoff, Lisa Scherf, and Chris Workman 
Ex-Officio:  
Staff: Nick Meltzer, Steve Dobrinich, and Emma Chavez 
Guests: Alex Bettinardi 

TOPIC DISCUSSION DECISION / CONCLUSION 

1. Call to Order and
Agenda Review

Meeting was called to 
order at 9:04 am by Staff 
Nick Meltzer. 

2. Public Comments There were no public 
comments. 

3. Minutes of January 28,
2021 meeting

A quorum was not met until 9:08 am when member Chris Workman 
joined the meeting.  

Staff Nick Meltzer advised that a member of the public may have tried 
to attend the previous TAC remote meeting. Via zoom chat, staff 
advised the attendee that they could connect via phone, send a chat of 
feedback or call Emma Chavez for assistance.  

Consensus to approve the 
January 28, 2021 meeting 
minutes as presented.  

4. MTIP/STIP
Amendments

Staff Steve Dobrinich provided an overview of the amendments, noting 
that there are two projects with a joint amendment. Amendment 
Number 21-24-0605 will split $475,000 from project K20221 and put it 
towards the construction phase of project K20193. There was a cost 
estimate error discovered and that impacted the total cost of the 
second project. The project K20221 will still be fully funded. A full 
description of the changes can be found below. 

K20221: Albany and Corvallis Signal Improvements 
Project Description: Add signal enhancements at several intersections 
to improve safety  

Consensus from the TAC 
to recommend the 
MTIP/STIP Amendments 
to the Policy Board for 
approval. 
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Locations include: OR-34, milepost 9.5; OR-99E, milepost .42 to 7.90; 
OR-99W, milepost 1.5 to 2.2 (Corvallis); US-20, milepost 10.25 to 
11.28; and US-20, milepost 2.21 to 2.92 (Corvallis)  
 
Total Current Estimate: $3,531,920.00  
 
Applicant: ODOT  
 
Amendment Number: 21-24-0605  
 
Amendment Description: Split $475,000 to construction phase of 
K20193 to cover cost estimate overruns. There was an error 
discovered in a milestone review period that affected the quantities in 
the estimate and thereby the cost. K20221 remains fully funded.  
 
Other Note: this project was involved in a similar transfer of funds 
approved by the CAMPO TAC during the January 28, 2021 meeting. 
Amendment Number 21-24-0438, which has since been approved by 
FHWA, transferred funds to K20223: West Lane County Curve 
Warning Upgrades.  
 
II.K20193: NW Oregon (Southern Portion) Curve Warning 
Upgrades 
 
Project Description: Install chevrons and updated curve warning signs 
at various locations to increase safety  
 
Total Current Estimate: $2,064,400.00  
 
Applicant: ODOT  
 
Amendment Number: 21-24-0605 
 
Amendment Description: Add $475,000 to construction phase split 
from K20221. There was an error discovered in a milestone review 
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period that affected the quantities in the estimate and thereby the cost. 
K20221 remains fully funded. 
 
The TAC reached quorum at 9:08 am and the amendments were able 
to be recommended to the CAMPO Policy Board. The TAC then 
moved to agenda item 3 to review and approve the January minutes.  

5. Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Count Program Report 

Staff Dobrinich provided an update on bicycle and pedestrian counts 
which took place on the Eric E. Austin Memorial Bypass between 
November 23, 2020 and Sunday, January 17th 2021 Dobrinich advised 
that the report provides background on the equipment, and the 
location where counting was completed. The report is split into four 
parts; Eight Week Summary, Daily & Weekly Totals, Hourly Totals, 
and Weather Conditions Dobrinich moved on to review the data with 
members. Dobrinich noted that during the counting period the path 
averaged more than one thousand users each week. 
 
Dobrinich went on to say that the bike/pedestrian counters are now set 
up on the Highway 34 multi-use path (East of the Willamette River) 
and on Campus Way (west of SW 35th Street). Staff will continue 
moving the counters to new locations and will return to the Eric E. 
Austin Memorial Bypass in May 2021. 
 
Member Feedback: 

 Lisa Scherf wanted to note that there does not seem to be 
much morning commute 

o Rebecca Houghtaling asked if there is any way to look 
at CTS data for anyone taking bicycles with them in the 
morning. However, Scherf stated that there is no way to 
look at that.  

o Meltzer asked if it’s possible that people are taking a 
more direct route in the morning and a leisure ride in 
the afternoon. Scherf stated that it could be possible. 
However, it is hard to know how much traffic there is 
due to the camping. There is also a lot of people 
working remotely, therefore both things may be 
presenting unusual data. Dobrinich noted that there are 
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more people heading north rather than south based on 
total numbers. It was also noted that travelers could be 
using the bridge until they get to Chapman and would 
not be showing up on the counts.  

 Houghtaling moved on to advice that the first weekend the 
counters went up, there was an incident where a rollerblader 
tripped and fell. She asked if there are thoughts on best 
practices for communication, notifications, and signage when 
counters are placed.  

o Staff Nick Meltzer noted that rollerbladers were not 
accounted for. The path consists of vehicle use which is 
why thicker tubes were used to begin with which is 
standard practice. Meltzer went on to note that in 
response to the incident; staff switched to thinner tubes 
and put out signs advising of the counters/tubes.  

o Scherf suggested using reflective tape on or in front of 
the tubes  

o Meltzer advised that the temporary counters include the 
tubes but once permanent counters are placed in 
locations, they have wires that go under the pavement 
and there would no longer be any obstruction.   

6. Unified Planning Work 
Program (UPWP) 

Staff Meltzer reported that the State and Federal review of the Unified 
Planning Work Program took place in late February. Staff gave a 
presentation on the work CAMPO is doing, the team’s response to 
COVID, and other general updates. Both FHWA and State partners 
expressed being pleased with the work being performed. There were 
no significant comments on the UPWP with exception of minor 
corrections. The UPWP is out for public review and staff hopes for the 
Board to review and approve in April.   

 

7. Regional 
Transportation Plan 
(RTP) Update 

Staff Meltzer reported that staff has begun the RTP update process 
and the work to update the Transportation Demand Model continues. 
The Model will be updated to 2019 conditions and CAMPO will have 
the ability to test a couple of future scenarios. Meltzer reviewed the 
scenarios with members of the TAC and asked them if they agreed to 
continue with the work as presented.  The scenarios presented 
include: 

Agenda Items 7 and 8 
were reversed in order to 
allow for ODOT staff to 
join the meeting.  
 
Members agreed for staff 
to continue with the RTP 
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 (Scenario 1) Status Quo- this scenario will be the baseline to 
measure outcomes against and assumes nominal investment 
over 20 years 

 Scenario 2 Invest in Transit and Bike Infrastructure- this 
scenario assumes a significant investment in transit and 
intercommunity paths 

 Scenario 3 Capture State/Federal Policies –this scenario would 
examine implementation of changes in travel behavior from 
COVID-19, state housing policies, and significant investment in 
vehicle electrification  

 
The RTP update process will go to the Board at their next meeting.  

Update as presented.  

8. Other Business or 
General Updates 

 CAMPO Updates 
Small MPOs will be receiving stimulus funding and new year 
appropriates in the amount of approximately $1 million in 
STBG funds. Staff will be attending a meeting next week to 
receive more information on the funding. Staff will then follow 
up with CAMPO to discuss how to allocate funds.  
  
Staff Dobrinich is continuing the Count program and staff is 
currently working on the RTP update. Staff Dobrinich has also 
started working on a Trails Plan for Adair Village. It looks like 
OCWCOG will be successful in a receiving funds for a Mobility 
Hub project at LBCC.  
 

 Jurisdictional Reports 
 
OSU – Has reached out to the city of Corvallis on some 
improvements at 15th Street. OSU continues to work with the 
railroad and it looks like there are two potential options for 13th 
Street. The school will be submitting the Community Health 
Project and has a hearing scheduled for May at the HRC. OSU 
is looking to have a more in-person presence at the school this 
coming Fall.  
 
City of Corvallis – The STIF discretionary grants mostly came 
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through. Benton County received funds for the 99W Corridor 
and also received funding for the proposed Camera System 
project. The Corvallis Airport received a State ODA grant. The 
state’s Bike and Pedestrian Advisory Committee met and for 
the first ever Communities Path grant cycle, the City of 
Corvallis received funds for Tunison Path. The city had tried 
funding this project before and was not successful. The request 
was for an alignment study and preliminary design work. This 
project is likely to lead to construction funding in the future. 
Additionally, the city has hired the Center for Transportation 
Environment to assist with converting to electrification of its 
transit fleet. The city hopes to have electric buses running 
within 18-24 months. The city also met with ODOT in regards 
to safety improvements coming to the intersection on South 3rd 
and Crystal Lake Drive. ODOT proposed a treatment of a 
diagonal signaled bicycle crossing at the intersection that is 
nowhere else in region 2 and on a state highway. Bike month is 
in May and the city usually does a commute challenge. Scherf 
will send more details on this event soon.  

 
City of Philomath – The Streetscape project continues to move 
forward. Funding looks good on this project and the city is 
looking to go out to bid on the project in April of next year. 
Project outreach is currently being conducted and the city is 
trying to get information to business owners in the downtown 
area. There has been some struggle with chip seal projects 
and not being able to use Benton County services for the work. 
The private sector is double the cost and the city will need to 
do less work. There is planning for Landmark Drive to bring it 
up to city standards. The council has agreed to do a local 
improvement district there and get it up to full city standards. 
Construction will begin during the summer of 2022.  
 
Benton County – The Van Buren bridge now has a weight limit. 
The county has received procurement for branding of its buses. 
There is a brand new bus that will get wrapped with the new 
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Benton Area Transit (BAT) logo soon. Additionally, the county 
will be supporting the rural vaccine clinics. Vaccine events will 
be coming soon to the cities of Monroe and Alsea. The county 
will also receive CARES Act funding. Official notice of rejection 
was received from the railroad for the North Albany section of 
the Corvallis to Albany path. As part of the Highway 20 
Independence to Granger Safety Improvement project ODOT 
acquired the right-of-way for the path. The section of the path 
on Conifer and Merloy is moving along and is scheduled for 
construction in 2023.  

9. Adjournment Next meeting – April 29th at 9:00 am. 
Meeting will need to be rescheduled.  

Meeting adjourned at 
10:19 am.  
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MEMORANDUM 
Corvallis Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
777 NW 9th Street, Suite 204C  
Corvallis, Oregon 97330 

Cities of Corvallis, Philomath, Adair Village, Benton County and Oregon Department of 
Transportation 

Staff Contact: Steve Dobrinich, sdobrinich@ocwcog.org, 541-223-7040 
www.CorvallisAreaMPO.org 

Date: April 19, 2021 
To: CAMPO Policy Board & Technical Advisory Committee 

From: Nick Meltzer and Steve Dobrinich, CAMPO Staff 
Re: CAMPO Regional Transportation Plan Outline 

This memorandum summarizes a proposed outline for the update of the Corvallis Area 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). Plan 
development will take place throughout 2021 with an anticipated completion by March 2022. 

Background 
The purpose of the Regional Transportation Plan is to identify how the Corvallis Metropolitan 
Area will meet the needs of the transportation system over a 20-year planning horizon. The RTP 
contains projects and policies to guide the development of a multi-modal transportation system 
(including transit, highway, bicycle, pedestrian, and accessible transportation) which meets the 
region’s economic, transportation, development and sustainability goals, while remaining fiscally 
constrained. 

Development and adoption of an RTP is required to ensure that the Corvallis metropolitan area 
remains eligible to receive federal transportation funding. Federal rules requiring completion and 
adoption of the Plan include the federal transportation act Fixing America’s Surface 
Transportation (FAST) and the U.S. Clean Air Act amendments of 1990. Federal requirements 
specify that the CAMPO RTP must be updated every five years. The CAMPO RTP was last 
updated in March of 2017 which means an update must be completed by March 2022. 

Outline 
To help guide this work, staff developed a draft outline for the final report. Staff is now asking 
the CAMPO Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Policy Board for input on the proposed 
outline to help ensure the direction of this effort meets their expectations. Note, the draft outline 
is subject to change and will likely be updated throughout the plan development process. The 
draft outline is below: 

Chapter 1: Introduction: The introductory chapter will cover an overview of CAMPO 
and RTPs, the planning process, relation to other plans, and cover an overview of the 
remainder of the report. Public Involvement will be covered, but at this point staff are 
proposing to weave input throughout the report, with call out boxes and standalone 
sections.  

Chapter 2: Existing Regional Characteristics. This chapter will cover existing 
demographics, how the region have changed over the last 10 years, and the existing 
transportation system.  

Chapter 3: Goals and Metrics: Outlines the region’s eight transportation goals which 
serve as the guiding principles for this document. In addition, discuss how the federal 
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transportation performance measures, as well as the CAMPO adopted performance 
measures, are incorporated into the planning process. Connects the goals with metrics. 

Chapter 4: Future System: The future system will have four parts: 

• Trends, which will discuss the impacts on transportation from future technology,
electrification, and changes in travel habits resulting from COVID-19.

• Corridors: which will identify corridors the plan focuses on, and future
transportation needs.

• Metrics: demonstrates how the metrics were used to assess future transportation
needs.

• Public Input: an overview of what we heard and what we did based on public
input for the future system.

Chapter 5: Finances: This section will estimate long term financial needs, estimated 
income, and demonstrate fiscal constraint. In addition, there will be a discussion on what 
to do with large influxes of federal funding 

Chapter 6: Mitigation Activities: This section will cover environmental considerations, 
which is required for regional transportation plans.  

Chapter 7: Recommended System: This chapter will cover the recommended future 
transportation system.  

Instead of having two volumes, the RTP will include all of the necessary information, with 
the details and regulations contained in the Appendices listed below.  

Appendices: 
Appendix A: Transportation Acronyms and Glossary 

Appendix B: Regulatory Framework 
• Federal Regulations
• State Regulatory Context
• Locak Regulatory Documents

Appendix C: Public Involvement 
• Continuous Outreach
• Episodic Outreach

Appendix D: Plans incorporated by Reference 

Corridor Approach 
All of the cities within CAMPO’s region have recently updated their transportation system plans. 
In this sense, they have already identified local projects needed to improve their system over 
the next 20 years. Since a key element of Metropolitan Planning Organizations is regional 
collaboration and coordination, staff are proposing to frame this RTP update as focusing on a 
series of corridors. This would incorporate all of the local projects, but then spend the bulk of the 
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RTP planning process on connections between the cities, and allow for a more focused look. 
Currently staff identified five or six corridors/areas, including:  

• Central Corvallis (within Circle Boulevard)
• Surrounding Corvallis (outside Circle Boulevard)
• South Corvallis
• Philomath to Corvallis
• Corvallis to Adair Village
• Corvallis to Albany

Input Requested 
Staff seek feedback on both the plan outline, as well as the corridor approach to thinking about 
projects.  
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